
 
 
As streaming video matures into a mainstream viewing experience, stream consistency, reliability and 
hazard avoidance achieved via video delivery optimization will become critical to maintaining audience 
viewing and satisfaction. 
 
While top publishers recognize the need for a video delivery optimization strategy, often including multiple 
CDNs, finding the right set of services can be confusing as there are competing technologies and 
approaches.  
 
Until recently the most common approach to the analysis needed for video delivery optimization has been 
tag-based measurement. Tag-based measurement solutions utilize a JavaScript tag added to each web 
page (typically in the page footer); once the page has finished loading, the tag requests one to three test 
objects from one or more CDNs.  
 
But in the past year a new approach is now available to publishers and streaming services. DLVR’s direct 
stream measurement is very different from tag-based measurement, and provides more refined and 
accurate data to drive video delivery optimization decisions. Rather than relying on test objects, direct 
stream measurements are made using the actual video segment files that make up the video stream.   
 
This paper digs into the technical differences between tag-based measurement and DLVR’s direct stream 
measurement, and explains why DLVR is the better choice for video streaming.  
 
When considering multi-CDN solutions, DLVR’s direct stream measurement has numerous key 
advantages compared to tag-based measurement services. 
 
Actual Video Streams vs Test Objects 

 
DLVR measures actual video streams delivered by CDNs to end users, measuring 
each stream continuously throughout playback.  DLVR measures the performance 
of each CDN as it delivers each stream and aggregates these measurements to 
determine the CDN’s actual performance.   
 



Tag-based measurement solutions, by comparison, utilize test objects, not the actual video 
segment files that make up a video stream.  These test objects come in various sizes, typically 
40 bytes, 10K bytes, and 100K bytes – all much smaller than normal video segment files.   
Tag-based services measure the performance of a CDN delivering these small test objects, 
aggregate these test object measurements, and create an overall summary test score for  
each CDN.   
 
Video Performance vs Round Trip Time 

 
In addition to measuring actual video streams, DLVR measures performance in 
terms of user video experiences – the metrics, such as buffering events, 
downshifts, and the bit rate of the stream delivered to the user, that define the 
quality of the user’s experience. CDN performance differences that directly 
translate into better viewer experiences are obviously much more significant 

than performance differences that don’t improve what users see. 
 
Tag-based measurements, however, are strictly technical and do not include viewer video 
experience metrics.  The most common tag-based measurement, for example, is the round  
trip time for a single 40-byte packet – hardly a fundamental measurement or determinant of 
video experience.   
 
Individual Viewer Measurements vs Aggregated Measurements 

 
Because DLVR measures actual video streams, DLVR is able to determine the 
performance of each CDN for each video publisher’s individual viewers, rather 
than for all publishers in aggregate. By measuring actual video streams, DLVR 
determines how a CDN performs for a specific customer – rather than just on 
average across all customers – and identifies the specific factors that affect 
performance. DLVR then tailors each individual user's CDN selection to their 
particular network, geographic location, specific device, and viewing 
experience, using only the measurements demonstrated to predict video 

experience metrics such as rebuffering and bitrate downshifts. 
 
Tag-based services, on the other hand, measure test object performance averaged across all 
publishers and all viewers, rather than the actual performance specific to any one publisher, let 
alone any particular viewer. Tag-based services call this “crowd sourcing” or “community data.”  
 
Continuous Measurement vs Single Point in Time 
 

DLVR measures each video stream continuously during the stream, taking a 
measurement every four video segments, which typically means every 20-30 
seconds. A single 22 minute stream, for example, is typically measured 45 to 
50 times during playback. Continuous measurement gives DLVR the ability to 
immediately detect, and react to, changing CDN performance, for example to 

switch any affected user immediately to another CDN, and/or to assign new, incoming users to 
a better performing CDN. And DLVR can measure CDN performance for every user, no matter 
how far-flung – even a single user in a far-off location. 
 
A tag-based service, by contrast, will measure a CDN’s test object performance only once for 
any one user – when the page load completes. In order to calculate a statistically meaningful 
average of aggregated test object performance for each of dozens of CDNs, a tag-based service 



needs very large numbers of small test object measurements. And it takes an even larger 
number of test object measurements to detect statistically meaningful changes in CDN 
performance in each of thousands of locations. Outside of major metro areas, sparse 
measurement data can be a real problem for tag-based services. 
 
Consider the absolute metrics of “community” measurements. In terms of ASNs/BGP networks 
globally, there are 45,000 – 50,000 active resolvers and ISPs. Multiply this by the number of 
CDNs, cloud services, private networks, ISPs and data centers - the number of global “maps” 
approaches ten million possible combinations. The problem for a tag-based service is how to 
cover them all, and with enough measurement probe data for each to be meaningful. 
 
Spoof Proof 
 

Tag-based test objects can be detected by CDNs, enabling CDNs to optimize 
performance against the test objects – independently from their actual 
performance delivering customer video streams. Because DLVR measures the 
actual delivery of video streams, CDNs cannot spoof or “game” DLVR’s 
measurements – actually providing better delivery performance is the only way a 

CDN can influence DLVR’s measurements.  Even if CDNs do not purposefully optimize for test 
object performance, the small size and very high popularity of the test objects means they will 
naturally remain in cache even when real-world video segments would not – further distancing 
test object measurement from real world performance. 
 
Separate Measurement of Access Networks 
 

DLVR’s heartbeat segments provide a detailed view of user access network 
conditions for each video stream, including throughput and packet loss, 
continuously during the stream. This enables DLVR to separately and accurately 
attribute performance and video session events (such as downshifts and 
buffering events) to the user’s access network or the CDN. That gives DLVR 

better, more accurate CDN measurements. 
 
Because tag-based services measure test object performance strictly from the client, they have 
no way to separate access network performance from CDN performance. If two users on the 
same mobile network in the same city stream the same video from two different CDNs, how 
does a tag-based service determine why one user has a better experience (fewer buffering 
events, fewer downshifts, a higher stream resolution) than the other? Maybe it’s a difference in 
CDN performance, but maybe it’s which cell tower is serving which user and how busy each 
tower is with other traffic.  
 
Tag-based services can’t know why. DLVR can. 
 
Better Device and Browser Support, No Client Updates Required 
 

DLVR works entirely from the cloud and requires no client-side code – no SDK, 
JavaScript tag, or pixel. As new devices, operating systems and apps enter the 
market, DLVR is able to immediately track and measure against them. Not so 
with tag-based measurement.  
 

Attempting to measure specific CDN maps or PoPs by deploying test objects, and their 
associated JavaScript tag, across web properties is also difficult.   



1. Normally, no measurement data for throughput is collected on mobile devices because 
collecting this data would risk those users incurring additional data charges. 

2. A JavaScript tag must be deployed on enough pages and properties to generate a 
minimum volume of traffic while matching video traffic patterns. 

3. In some cases, such deployment can conflict with a business’s security standards. 
4. Developers need to maintain and update all pages and properties where the JavaScript 

tag is deployed to keep them up to date with code changes made by the tag-based 
service provider. 

 
In summary, DLVR provides the following: 
 
DLVR Tag-Based Measurement 
Simple integration, no client-side code or tags 
required 
 

Requires deploying JavaScript tag and test 
objects across all web properties and clients 
 

Powerful multi-CDN decisioning, with CDN 
selection decisions based on Video QoE and 
business rules (CDN cost, commits, traffic 
allocations, etc.) 
 

Decisioning based on average, perceived CDN 
performance only 
 

Real end user measurement of video streams, 
based on your actual video streams  
 

No video experiences measured, only 
aggregated measurement of test objects 

Accurate measurements of your specific CDN 
performance 

Aggregate measurement of perceived CDN 
performance 
 

Measure network access performance 
separately from CDN performance 
 

No ability to measure network access 
performance 

Spoof proof Easy to detect and optimize performance for 
test objects 
 

No incremental spend - DLVR is cost neutral 
for most customers 
 

100% incremental spend - Cost prohibitive to 
test objects the size of video segments 

 
 
For more information on how to deploy DLVR to achieve peak video streaming performance, or 
to speak to one of our video delivery experts visit www.DLVR.com. 
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